By Debbie Kandel
Everyone knows Israel for falafel, hummus and shwarma, but new street food places
have opened all over Israel and some of the best are in the food markets, where you
can find a wide variety of interesting street food offerings. A huge advantage of the
variety of food stands on offer is that not everyone in a group has to agree on where
to eat, or you can graze and share different treats from a variety of places.

ISHTABACH
(MEHADRIN)
1 HaShikma Street
Since Ishtabach first opened, it has been so popular
that it has already expanded twice. Regardless,
the owners have managed to keep the intimacy of
the service and atmosphere. The specialty dish is
Shamburak, a Kurdish Syrian pastry filled with meat
and vegetables, baked in a stone oven and served with
various homemade sauces and salads. Fillings include
Asian chicken (NIS 44), asado (NIS 45), tongue (NIS
54), and roasted vegetables (NIS 45).

HATZOT

SHUK MAHANE YEHUDA, JERUSALEM:

121 Agripas Street

JOSEF BURGER
123 Agripas Street
Even though other burger joints have opened around
the shuk, Josef Burger is still my favourite. My
preference is for the Angus Burger (NIS 45) which
I find to be more tender and juicy than the house
burger. There are great choices of toppings, including
goose liver and chili pineapple, and the service is
normally quick and friendly.

This popular steakiah (meat grill) has a separate
takeaway window, along with streetside tables. The
extensive takeaway menu includes Hatzot’s famous
Jerusalem mixed grill and my personal favourite,
succulent pargit (NIS 54 in laffa), both with a secret
spice mix.

HATCH
(Mehadrin),
28 HaEgoz Street

DWINY PITA
BAR
6 Beit Ya’akov Street
The concept at Dwiny is open or closed sandwiches,
so each dish can be served either inside a pillowy
fresh pita, or on top of small toasted pita, bruschettastyle. All the ingredients are fresh and interesting, with
fillings including seared entrecote, osso buco, fried red
mullet and crispy cauliflower.

Hatch is primarily known for its homemade sausages
and craft beer, but other popular dishes include Fried
Beef Chili Mac’n’Cheese Balls (NIS 24), Classic Buffalo
Wings (NIS 32) and home-made Kettle Chips (NIS 15).
As well as five varieties of craft beer, they also serve a
selection of cocktails and Frosé – a rosé wine slushy.

CRAFT PIZZA
(Mehadrin),
12 HaTapuach Street
Craft Pizza serves pizza by the slice, with a great
flavour and lovely sourdough base. As well as
traditional options, they also serve unusual toppings
like grilled courgette, beetroot, kalamata olives,
pineapple and chili, with a great spicy salsa on the
side. A slice of margarita pizza is NIS 14.
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SARONA MARKET, TEL AVIV:
PITA BASTA
Pita Basta has a number of interesting items but I
normally order the Heavy Pita (NIS 34), which consists
of grilled chicken liver, silan, lemon sauce, tahina and
other delicious toppings. The name is a play on the
Hebrew word for liver and not a mistake in translation!
They also serve a dessert Pita Loti (NIS 10), a
crispy grilled pita with nutty chocolate and banana –
sounds delicious!

CHICHO
Chicho is a Moroccan food bar specializing in meatball
sandwiches. The lunch deal is NIS 38 for a medium
meatball sandwich, or NIS 45 for a large (about 6
meatballs!) and comes with a side salad, olives and
a flavoured soda. The meatball options include beef,
lamb, fish, vegetarian or vegan. The pita bread is
amazingly fresh and there is a spelt option.

KUKURIKU
One of the most appealing things about Kukuriku is
watching the golden chickens turning on the spits
as they cook. Chef Ran Shmueli’s stand sells chicken
platters and sandwiches, with a selection of sauces
and roasted vegetables.

Other fun markets to explore around the country are Shuk Tzafon, Shuk Namal, Shuk
Levinsky and Shuk Hatikva in Tel Aviv, as well as markets in Akko, Ramle, Haifa and
many other cities.
Debbie Kandel has a food blog in Israel, debbestfood.com. She has been living in
Israel for 11 years but is originally from London. Her family has been part of the
Spanish & Portuguese community in London for many generations.
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There are so many other street food places that are worth visiting in the shuk, like
Jachnun Bar for a Yemenite malawach, Argento for Argentinian empanadas, Pasta
Basta and Fishenchips.

